
Agreement № _______________________ 

for the publication of articles 

in international peer-reviewed electronic network journal BarSU "Economic Trends" 

 

Baranovichi "___" _______ 20___ 

 

 

Educational institution "Baranovichi State University", hereinafter referred to as "Contractor", is 

represented by ___________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________, 

acting on the basis of ___________________________________________________, on the one 

hand, and the Citizen ________________________________________________ hereinafter 

referred to as "Customer", on the other hand, have concluded this agreement as follows: 

 

1. The Subject of the Agreement 

This Agreement is concluded between the contracting parties for the provision of services to 

publish article (s) ______________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

in international peer-reviewed electronic network "Economic Trends". The specific number of 

article (s) issues in the receipt for payment. Customer permits to use the full texts of the 

publications for non-commercial information readers service. 

 

2. Obligations of the Parties 

2.1. Customer agrees to pay for the publication of articles in the amount indicated on the 

invoices (receipts) for payment, including 18% VAT rate of 50 000 Belarusian rubles (after 

denomination is 5) for each page of the article, including incomplete page. Foreign authors are 

charged in Belarusian rubles. 

2.2. Payment is made by the Customer by a non-cash transfer of funds on the account of .... 

2.3. In case the Customer submits the executive secretary of the journal (via email) a scanned 

receipt for payment with the bank stamp, and if the payment reached the account of the 

University the Contractor undertakes to perform work on publishing he article published in the 

near issue of the journal, which is indicated on the receipt for payment. Issue are publishing 

every fourth month. 

 

3. Duration of the agreement 

3.1. This agreement may be changed, terminated by written agreement of the parties or by the 

courts. 

3.2. In the event of a dispute the Parties shall make every effort to resolve it in the complaint 

procedure. If no agreement is reached, disputes will be settled in court. 

3.3. This Agreement may be terminated by Customer at any time of its action, and the Executor 

– in the case of violation of paragraph 2.1 by the Customer (if payment is not received on the 

account of the Contractor at the time of issue of the publication). 

 

4. Additional conditions 



4.1. This Agreement is made in duplicate, having the same legal force and comes into effect 

from the date of its signing by Parties. The first copy is kept by the author of the article, the 

second - in BarSU accounting in  cash documents. 

 

5. The main details of the parties: 

Educational institution "Baranovichi State 

University" 

 

Address: 

225404 Baranovichi, st. Voykova, 21 

Bank details: 

p / s 3632911860048 

fl 802 ASB "Belarusbank" 

Code 245 Baranovichi 

UNN 200166687 OKPO 05896596  

 

 

Contractor 

Customer 

___________________________________ 

                             
Full Name 

___________________________________ 

 

Passport data, place of residence: 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

 

Customer ___________________________

 


